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Supply Chain Risks 
� Prevalence of  issues and exploitation of  workers 

is getting worse not better (Impactt, 2013) 
 



Supply Chain Risks 
�  Increase in trade of  

intermediary inputs (WEF, 2012, 
WTO, 2013) 

�  Fires and building collapses in 
Bangladesh garment factories in 
past two years highlight how 
exposed companies are to labor 
and human rights risks. 
Companies from all sectors have 
specific risks to manage based 
on their supply chain geography 
and their sourcing of  inputs. 

 



Invitations and Requirements to Manage and 
Report Supply Chain Risks 
}  UN Business and Human Rights (Ruggie) Framework – Requiring 

Human Rights Due Diligence 

}  GRI G4 - reporting - Introducing the reporting on supply chain 
significant and potential negative Labour Rights and Human rights 
Impacts 

}  DJSI - ESG rating (Formalized process to identify supply chains 
sustainability Risks) 

}  ISO 26000 - Management - Due diligence and promoting SR in Value 
Chain 

}  California Transparency Act - Disclosing efforts to prevent, stop and 
mitigate child and forced labour in supply chain 

}  Dodd Franck Act/ Conflict minerals - Presence of  conflict minerals in 
products and reasonable country of  origin inquiry to understand and 
disclose aspects of  the minerals in their supply chain 

}  Human Trafficking and slavery executive order 

 



UN Framework 

}  “Human rights due diligence – a business’s ongoing 
processes for assessing its actual and potential human 
rights impact, integrating and acting upon its findings, 
tracking its responses and communicating how its impact 
is addressed, as set out in the Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights endorsed by the United 
Nations Human Rights Council. 

}   Human rights due diligence should cover adverse impact 
that the business may cause or contribute to through its 
own activities, or which may be directly linked to its 
operations, products or services by a business 
relationship.” 

}  Consequently, these activities and business relationships 
set the scope of  human rights due diligence. 



UN Framework 
How can enterprises be involved in adverse human rights 

impact? 

}  There are three basic ways in which an enterprise can be 
involved in an adverse impact on human rights: 

(a) It may cause the impact through its own activities; 

(b) It may contribute to the impact through its own activities—
either directly or through some outside entity (Government, 
business or other); 

(c) It may neither cause nor contribute to the impact, but be 
involved because the impact is caused by an entity with which 
it has a business relationship and is linked to its own 
operations, products or services. 

}  Each scenario has different implications for the nature of  an 
enterprise’s responsibilities 



UN Framework 

}  In multi-tiered and complex value chains/ companies with thousands of  
suppliers even in their first tier: it is even less feasible to assess every 
individual business relationship.  

}  However, this does not reduce its responsibility to respect human rights: not 
knowing about human rights abuses linked to its operations, products or 
services is unlikely by itself  to satisfy key stakeholders, and may be challenged 
in a legal context 

}  If  due diligence on every individual relationship is impossible, “business 
enterprises should identify general areas where the risk of  adverse human 
rights impacts is most significant, whether due to certain suppliers’ or clients’ 
operating context, the particular operations, products or services involved, or 
other relevant considerations, and prioritize these for human rights due 
diligence”.  

}  This would include, for example, agricultural products sourced from suppliers 
in an area known for child labour; security services provided by contractors or 
forces in areas of  conflict or weak governance and rule of  law etc. 



Why is materiality important 

Financial Stakeholder 

}  Materiality is a fundamental 
principle of  financial reporting  

}  It recognizes that some 
information is important to the 
fair presentation of  an entity’s 
financial condition 

}  Federal securities law seeks to 
protect individual investors by 
requiring publicly listed 
companies to disclose annual or 
periodic performance data that 
would be necessary for a 
reasonable investor to make 
informed investment decisions.  

}  At the core of  preparing a 
sustainability report is a focus 
on the process of  identifying 
material Aspects – based, 
among other factors, on the 
Materiality Principle.  

}  Material Aspects are those that 
reflect the organization’s 
significant economic, 
environmental and social 
impacts; or substantively 
influence the assessments and 
decisions of  stakeholders. 

 



GRI G4 

Sphere of 
Influence G3 Materiality G4 



GRI G4 

§  Global Reporting Initiative, May 2013 



GRI G4 
Provide a description of  key impacts, risks, and opportunities.  

}  As defined by national laws and relevant internationally recognized standards.  

This section should include:  

}   A description of  the significant impacts (economic, environmental and social) 

 of  the organization, and associated challenges and opportunities.  

(including the effect on stakeholders’ rights) 

}   An explanation of  the approach to prioritizing these challenges and  

opportunities  

}   Key conclusions about progress in addressing these topics and related  

performance in the reporting period.  

&  

}  A description of  the main processes in place to address performance and  

}  relevant changes 
 
 
 
 
  



Tiers of  materiality assessment 

Stakeholder 
based 

Impact on bottom 
line 

Research 
based 



Changes brought by shift to materiality 
}  The most significant change in materiality: consideration of  the 

boundary attributes when determining material issues.  

}  Companies must not only consider what, but where an issue is 
relevant across the organization and its value chain (which 
sites, subsidiaries, countries, suppliers, products, etc.).  

}  Companies may report a different boundary for different 
issues.  

}  For example, child labor could only be reported on from the 
perspective of  the supply chain or specific buying categories 
or geographies in the supply chain. 

}  While greenhouse gas emissions could be reported on from the 
perspective of  the company-owned fleet or the downstream 
impacts associated with product use.  



GRI 4 



LCA = Methods + Models + Data 



Social LCA provide Methods  
 
Why are methods needed? 
To enable the assessment of risks and performances throughout the 
value chain 
 
Social LCA requires its own Life Cycle Inventory and Impact 
Assessment methods. 
Dynamic field with multiple methods published in LCA journals  
Initiatives providing multistakeholder or targeted stakeholder input 



Social LCA provide Models  
 
Why are models needed? 
To inform about the supply chain activities, linkages and location 
 
Social LCA require geographic location information: 
• Global IO models (WIOD, GTAP, Exiopol) 
• Model including higher number of countries: GTAP 



Social LCA provide Data  
 
Why are data needed? 
To support assessments by providing generic and site-specific 
information that will allow to identify hotspots and assess 
performances 
 
Social LCA requires its own data 
First comprehensive Social LCA data source:  

Can be used in Sima Pro – Open LCA and is being 
tested in GaBi  



Labor Rights and 
Decent Work 

Human Rights Governance Health and safety Community 

Social Hotspots Database  
Applying LCA methods integrating social impacts enables capturing 
the full spectrum of  sustainability issues across the full value chain 
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Freedom of Association  

Child Labor 

Forced Labor 

Excessive working time 

Wage Assessment 

Poverty 

Migrant labor 

Unemployment 

Labor Laws 

Indigenous Rights 

High Conflicts 

Gender Equity 

Human Health 
Issues 

Injuries and Fatalities 

Toxics and Hazards 

Legal System 

Corruption 

Hospital Beds 

Drinking Water 

Sanitation 

Children Out of 
School 

Smallholder vs 
Commercial Farms 

 



Socially	  Extending	  Environmental	  LCAs	  
l  Process	  LCA:	  
}  Augment	  foreground	  processes	  with	  worker-‐hours	  
per	  unit	  of	  output	  

}  Link	  foreground	  processes	  to	  SHDB	  
for	  life	  cycle	  social	  risk	  assessment	  
	  
	  
	  

l  Input/Output	  LCA:	  
}  Convert	  from	  original	  sectors	  	  
(e.g.,	  NAICS,	  ISIC)	  to	  GTAP	  	  

	  

Process 

SHDB 



Level of  assessment 

Revenues 
or sales –  

Spend 
categories 

or 
Investment 
portfolio 

Product 
categories 

Hotspots 
discovery  

First Broad 
Overview 

Prioritization 

Assessment 



Social Risk Assessment 
§  Start by assessing the production and supply 

chain of  your global operations 
§  Data needed:  

§  Revenues/output by sector by country 

§  Use the Social Hotspot Database to identify 
“material” (GRI) and “relevant” (ISO 26000) 
labor, human rights, and social hot spots thus 
conducting “due diligence” (UN) 



Owens Corning Social Risk Assessment 



Human Rights Hot Spot Overview 



Child Labor Hot Spot Overview 



“Contribution Tree” for Poverty 
Wages 



Drilling Down for More Detail: 
Priorities 
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Reducing Risks, Creating Benefits 

l  Risk Reduction = Footprint Reduction 
l  Benefit Creation entails working on hot spots 

via supplier engagement. 



1.  Additional Research  
2.  Public-Private Partnership  
3.  Form / Respect Union  
4.  Increase the Minimum Wage 
5.  Enforce Minimum Wage Payments  
6.  Additional Payment for Overtime  
7.  Expansion of  Supply Chain Inspections 
8.  Increase Investigations and 

Prosecutions 
9.  Support and Empower Vulnerable 

Communities 
10.  Increase Consumer Awareness     
11.  Building responsible sourcing 

capabilities  

What can be done 



•  Regulations are being implemented in the US such as the California 
Transparency Act, the Dodd-Frank act section on conflict minerals 
and the 2013 Executive order on Human Trafficking. 

•  Due diligence is becoming a compliance issue that is directly 
affecting business.  

•  Laws on supply chain due diligence/responsibility are in 
development or under review in the UK, Switzerland, EU, Canada. 

•  Social LCA has specific characteristics making it a tool of choice for 
companies implementing such processes. 

•  How can WE make Social LCA as effective, understandable, 
reliable and user-friendly as it needs to be in order to be 
broadly utilized.  

Conclusion 



Thank you! 
 

 
New Earth – Social Hotspots Database project 
catherine@socialhotspot.org 
www.socialhotspot.org 

 
 
 

 
 
ENVR E-153 Social Responsibility in Product Supply Chains 
 
A semester long distance and on-campus class designed for students to 
develop the necessary skills to conduct Social Life Cycle Assessment 
 


